Report
Vitiviruses present flexuous, non-enveloped, filamentous virus particles of 725-785 nm and 12 nm length and diameter. Their nucleocapsid is cross-banded and striated diagonally. They have a linear ssRNA(+) genome (~7.3-7.6 kb), with a methylated nucleotide cap at the 5' end and a 3' poly (A) tail [1] . There are ten species of vitiviruses recognized by the ICTV, nevertheless, just in the last six months, six new species have been proposed, five of them infecting grapevine [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Grapevine is their most prevalent natural host but they have also been found to infect several crops such as Mint (Mentha x glaciaris), arracacha (Arracacia xanthorrhiza) blue agave (Agave tequilana) and kiwi (Actinidia chinense) [7] [8] [9] .
Vitiviruses appear to be latent in Vitis vinífera cultivars, and so far, only Grapevine virus A and Grapevine virus B had been consistently associated to grapevine diseases of the rugose wood complex (Grapevine vitiviruses) or Shiraz disease (reviewed by Minafra [10] ). The etiological role of the recently described vitiviruses should be assessed in order to establish its relationships with known or unknown viral diseases. The synergistic effects between vitiviruses and other grapevine viruses appears to be significant [11] . The availability of complete sequences of these viruses could allow the development of full-length infectious clones, and fulfillment of the Koch's postulates [12] .
In order to explore the eventual grapevine viral landscape on NGS publicly available libraries, we downloaded the raw RNA data from several SRA accessions finding known virus in the vast majority of tested samples. The raw data from these files was processed in the following form: trimmed and filtered with the Trimmomatic tool as implemented in http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic, and the resulting reads of each library were assembled de novo with Trinity v2.6.6 release with standard parameters [14] . The obtained transcripts were subjected to bulk local blastx searches (E-value < 1e-5) The criteria for species demarcation in family Betaflexiviridae, suggested by ICTV, is less than ca. 72%
overall nucleotide identity and below 80% amino acid identity of CP or replicase predicted proteins [19] .
Given that the detected virus shares with GVE a 68.2% similarity at the genomic RNA level, and a 70.2%
and 78.2% identity with the respective RP and CP proteins (Supp. Figure 2) , we tentatively suggest that the detected virus sequence corresponds to a new species, for which we propose the name grapevine virus L (GVL). In order to entertain this hypothesis, based on genetic criteria, we gathered evolutionary insights of the putative GVL in the context of the Betaflexiviridae family. In this direction we generated phylogenetic trees based on RP protein multiple alignments corresponding to the 93 refseq Betaflexiviridae RP sequences available at NCBI. The trees were generated by multiple amino acid alignments (BLOSUM62 scoring matrix) using as best-fit algorithm E-INS-I which drives local alignment with generalized affine gap costs, and thus is applicable for RNA polymerases where diverse domains are dispersed among several highly divergent regions, by MAFTT v7.394 as implemented in https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/. The aligned proteins were subsequently used as input for Figure 3) . To provide local tree topology and additional phylogenetic insights we generated maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees of both the RP and CP protein of accepted and proposed members of the Vitivirus genus. In both cases, putative GVL clustered within one of the two major sub-clades, conformed by GVE and the proposed species GVG, GVI, and branching more distantly, the agave tequilana leaf virus (Figure 1.B-C) . These results support the tentative assignment of the detected virus as a probable member of the Vitivirus genus.
To validate the putative GVL detection in SRX3144956 library, we took advantage of the massive collection of data generated from Chen et al [13] . In this direction, we mapped the 1,014,833,524 raw reads available at the PRJNA400621 project, using as threshold two nt mismatches and a 22 nt seed and a cut-off value >10 reads hits per library with the Bowtie2 tool available at http://bowtiebio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/. None of the 18 RNA libraries of cv Cabernet sauvignon presented the putative GVL. Interestingly, we were able to detect the virus in six additional cv Riesling libraries of the same study, obtained from independent biological samples conformed by grapeberries sampled in three distinct developmental stages (E-L 35, E-L 36 and E-L 38) (Supp. Table 1 ). Moreover, while analyzing the intrinsic variability of the detected GVL sequences, we noticed that two of the samples presented 24
highly supported SNPs at frequencies >0.5 as detected by the FreeBayes v0.9.18S tool with standard parameters implemented in https://github.com/ekg/freebayes (Supp. Table 2 ). Given the low p-values of the variants and that 70% of the detected SNPs denote a silent effect, it is tempting to suggest that this 
